
REPORTING HORSE WITH EU-PASSPORT TO THE DATABASE 

 

Horse’s owner is itself responsible for horse’s right identification being reported to the database. An 

individual and its offspring don’t have the right to attend to a horse show or to a harness race and the 

offspring aren’t registered to the breed’s pedigree. For one to be able to use the horse in breeding, horse 

shows or harness racing, must the horse be identified by an identifier accepted by Suomen Hippos ry.  

Identification certification is recommended for all imported horses. Your own area’s Horse breeding 

association’s identifier you are able to find from website www.hevosjalostusliitot.fi 

 

1. Horse can be marked in to the database with or without its pedigree information. When the horse is 

marked with its pedigree information it needs to have a passport granted by Horse breeding association or 

separate breeding certificate attached. 

2. Write down on the form horse’s color, marks (also possible brand) and microchip number. Owner is 

responsible for that the identification information informed in the passport match with the horse. 

3. Horses that are born and identified for passport after 1.7.2009 need to have microchip. If the horse 

doesn’t have microchip, it needs to be microchipped before the information can be saved in to the 

database. Except for the countries, where brand is being used as an accepted identification method. 

4. In case the horse is microchipped, needs the microchip number from the passport be written to the 

form, so the horse’s information can be saved in to the database. Owner is responsible that the microchip 

has been read and it can be found from the horse. 

5. Attach original passport and possible other attachments with the form. The database will have markings, 

if the import certificate has been shown. However, it is owner’s responsibility to retain the certification for 

five years, despite has it been checked while saving the information to the database. 

  



Suomen Hippos ry/ Read the filling instructions for the form carefully before filling in. 

Jalostuspalvelut  REPORTING HORSE WITH EU-PASSPORT 
Tulkinkuja 3,  TO THE DATABASE 

02650 Espoo 
Tel. 020 760 500 
 
 Horse/pony will be saved to the database with its name information, without pedigree information, price 70 euros. 
 Horse/pony will be save in to the database with its pedigree information, price 95 euros. 
The price will be added postal / handling cost according to an existing price list 
 

Horse’s / pony’s name Gender 

UELN-/register number SRL-number 
(if there is) 

Breed Date of birth 

 

Horse’s color 
(for grey also color of birth) 

Horse’s marks 
(head, neck, body, legs, hoofs, brand) 

Microchip number 

 
I assure that the passport and the horse that I’m reporting match each other. 
 
Attachments with this form: 
 Original horse passport 

 Copy of TRACES-health certification or other similar certification / border inspection certification 

 Other, what  

 

 

 

Owner 

Name 

Date of birth 

Address Email address 

Postal code City of post office Phone number 

 

 I want the passport to be sent with cash on delivery 

If the part above is not selected, the passport will sent back as a normal letter transmission. Cash on deliveries are a part of postal 

tracking service, so if the passport goes missing or gets damaged, it’s possible to apply for compensation. Suomen Hippos ry 

doesn’t compensate costs from missing or damaged deliveries. 

 

With my signature I certify the information provided on the form correct and assure that I have the ownership of the horse 

mentioned above. 

 

Place and date  

 

 

 

 

_____________________________________ 

SIGNATURE 
Note! On behalf of underage owner, guardian signs. 
 

 

_____________________________________  Recipient of the form _______________________________ 

CLARIFICATION OF SIGNATURE   Date, stamp       ________________________________ 

Suomen Hippos isn’t on this form responsible for the mentioned horse’s ownership. In case the horse is wanted to be owned by a 
company, joint ownership or name of stable, needs to be a separate name of stable/joint ownership form be delivered 
 

 

 


